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About the Fund
The Communities Mental Health and Wellbeing
Fund has been established by the Scottish
Government to provide grants to grassroots
community groups and organisations across
Scotland in response to the mental health need
arising from the pandemic. The intended outcome of
The Fund is to develop a culture of mental wellbeing
and prevention within local communities, tackling
priority issues such as suicide prevention, social
isolation, and loneliness, as well as improving
awareness of how we can all stay well and help
others. Over £570,000 will be distributed in
Aberdeen City. Applications will be assessed by the
ACVO team on a rolling basis to enable faster
distribution of the funds.

FAQs
FAQs will be updated on our site as we receive
them.
Check our funding page at acvo.org.uk/mhgrants for
an up to date list of all questions.
If you have a question that has not been previously
answered, or if you would like more detail, please
contact ACVO TSI Funding Officer, Claire Shaw, at
claire.shaw@acvo.org.uk
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Will there be any continuation or recurring
funding?
Yes, a second year of the Fund to TSIs has been planned, subject to approval
of the Scottish budget. If you have applied for the fund in year 1, you can also
apply for funding in year 2 to support further new projects and initiatives.
It should be noted that funding will be time limited and, therefore, applications
to the fund should be sought for time limited projects and tests of change.
Any funding towards core revenue costs will be short-term to support
additional demands resulting from the COVID pandemic. In relation to core
revenue costs, your organisation will be asked to provide details of your exit
strategy to ensure ongoing funding can be found from another source.

What size of organisation can apply for the
fund and what size of grant can awarded?
The Communities Mental Health and Wellbeing Fund has been established to
provide grants to small, grassroots community groups and organisations (i.e.
voluntary or community organisations; registered charities; groups or clubs;
not-for-profit companies or Community Interest Companies, and community
councils).
To enable groups and organisations to manage any grant that they secure,
and to facilitate access to smaller grants for small groups and organisations,
ACVO have applied the following levels:
Funding Level

Funds Available

Maximum Income of the Group/Organisation

1 (inc. unconstituted groups)

£0 to £2000

Up to £250,000 in the most recent financial year

2 (constituted groups only)

£2001 to £10,000

Up to £500,000 in the most recent financial year

3 (constituted groups only)

£10,001 to £50,000

Up to £1 million in the most recent financial year

Due to the ambition of The Fund being to support local community activity, it
is anticipated that the majority of applications will be considered under
funding levels 1 and 2. However, we understand that organisations and
partnerships of similarly minded organisations may wish to apply for grants,
so we do expect a smaller proportion of bids up to the maximum value of
£50,000.

When will we receive the money?
ACVO is aiming to make payments for Level 1 and Level 2 approved grants
into organisations bank accounts on a weekly basis. If your application has
been approved, and we have received your signed grant acceptance letter,
then we aim to have the payment to your organisation within five working
days. For Level 3 payments (£10,000-£50,000), payments will be made in
January and March. Please note that no payments will occur between Tuesday
21st December 2021 and Friday 7th January 2022 as ACVO closes over the
Christmas and New Year period.

When does the Fund have to be spent by?
ACVO must have dispersed the funding to agreed projects by 31 March 2022
at the latest and be able to provide evidence of this through the agreed
monitoring process.
It is expected that organisations would have spent the grant by the date
specified on the application form or within 12 months of being in receipt of
the payment. The Scottish Government want the grant to be making an
impact in communities as soon as possible.

Does the fund have to be used for new
projects, or can it be used for expanding
projects or continuing existing projects?
Whilst the Fund can support the expansion of existing activities, it’s primary
intention is to provide additionality, not replacement funding.

What can the Fund be used for - i.e. rent,
equipment, staff costs, materials, etc.?
The Fund is primarily focused on supporting operational and revenue costs –
e.g. volunteer and one-off fixed term staff costs, expenses, equipment, etc - to
fulfil the activity. For this year of funding, small capital spends of up to
£10,000 are eligible.

Can grants be used as a part of a match
funding process?
Yes, the fund can be used as part of a match funding process. Please contact
ACVO’s Funding Officer, claire.shaw@acvo.org.uk, for guidance if you are
considering matched funding.

Do I have to complete the application form
online?
ACVO would actively encourage organisations to complete the online
application process if you are able too. However if you would prefer to
complete the form offline, please contact ACVO’s Funding Officer,
claire.shaw@acvo.org.uk, and request either a PDF version is emailed to you
or a printed paper version is sent in the post to you - remember to give your
full postal address.
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How will the Fund be monitored?
All grants provided by The Fund will require an evaluation to be undertaken
by the grant recipient. The Scottish Government has advised that for Level 1
and Level 2 grants, the evaluation process will be ‘light-touch’ . We anticipate
flexible methods of evaluation, including video and case studies, will be
acceptable. The evaluation for Level 3 grants will require more in-depth
reporting, however it is also anticipated this will still be relatively ‘light-touch’.
ACVO will provide further information regarding monitoring and evaluation
processes as soon as further guidance has been provided by The Scottish
Government.
For all projects, the evaluation will be required to have been received by
ACVO within 30 days of the end date of the project. This end date will be
assumed to be the expected end date as provided in the application form,
unless the applicant has notified us otherwise.
It is expected that the grant will be spent in 2022, unless exceptional
circumstances out with the control of the organisation in receipt of the grant
occur. The organisation should contact ACVO if there is a project delay.
Interim reports may be sought for any project lasting more than 6 months in
duration, at the 6-month point. This will be assumed to be six months after
the start date as provided in the application form unless the applicant has
notified us otherwise.

Please note this information will be regularly updated with new FAQ
as and when ACVO receives them.
Check our funding page at acvo.org.uk/mhgrants for an up to date list
of all questions.
If you have a question that has not been previously answered, or if
you would like more detail, please contact ACVO TSI Funding Officer,
Claire Shaw, at claire.shaw@acvo.org.uk
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